SEKRT
DISTRIBUTION: Task Force Vandal and NPI Staff
OPERATION GATOR OPERATION ORDER
All times are EDT.

I. SITUATION
Richard Spencer is scheduled to speak at the University of Florida on Thursday, 19OCT17. Our legal team has been working with the school administration and police to allow this to happen smoothly. We hope that they continue to do so. However, if the school backs out of the agreement, Mr. Spencer will speak on campus. Members of various Alt-Right groups are attending this event. After Charlottesville, we are taking security extremely seriously, and are keeping planning within our trusted group.


   ii) **Terrain:** College Campus Setting. Large buildings, generally single-lane streets, some fields and wooded areas.

   iii) **Weather:** Forecast will be released by FRAGO (fragmentary order) on 09OCT17. Sunset is at 6:54PM

b) **Opposition**

   i) **Opposition Forces:** Florida Antifa, campus liberals, and others. Antifa from neighboring states are also likely to turn out, in particular Atlanta antifa.

   ii) **Composition, Disposition, and Strength:** We expect 75-125 hardened antifa. This number will increase depending on the actions of Atlanta antifa. Campus liberals: according to facebook events 2,500+ plan to protest our event, and a further 6,500 have expressed interest in attending.

   iii) **Capabilities:** Antifa can take photos of attendees IOT (in order to) gain intel and dox alt-righters. They can also exhibit hysteria and erratic behavior (only somewhat narcotic-induced). They will have difficulty escalating violence due to police presence. Campus police do intend to enforce FL’s anti-mask law. In the unlikely, but possible, event that police stand down, antifa can become extremely violent.

   iv) **Probable Course of Action (COA):** Antifa is going to be up to their typical tricks to shut this event down. They will probably stage a protest outside the Curtis M. Phillips Performing Arts Center (OBJ TOUCHDOWN).

b) **Friendly Forces**

   i) **Campus Police:** Campus police are cooperating. Their POC with us is Deputy Chief Darren Baxley.

   ii) **Campus Administration:** Campus Administration is cooperating.

   iii) **Media:** Mainstream media is expected to be cordial in person. Some new-media journalists (bloggers, etc) may be hostile, but are unlikely to be aggressive. The main danger is that one of the Opposition pose as a member of the media.

   iv) **Campus Chad Bros:** Highly sympathetic, but unable to render effective support due to Marxist demoralization efforts.

c) **COAs:**
i) **Antifa**: Antifa will likely rally outside OBJ TOUCHDOWN. They will attempt to provoke fights or even attack anyone whom they perceive as sympathetic to us. Antifa’s most dangerous COA is to infiltrate OBJ TOUCHDOWN *en masse* and assault the stage in an attempt to attack VIPs. More likely, they will only attempt to disrupt the event in small groups. Anyone disrupting the event will be removed by campus police. Antifa could also try to surround OBJ TOUCHDOWN IOT prevent VIPs from leaving. In that event, we will coordinate with Campus Police to determine the best COA.

ii) **Campus Police**: Campus police are expected to behave professionally. It is unlikely that they will allow Antifa to attack, or to surround OBJ TOUCHDOWN, or to block its entrances/ exits. Police will not order us to abort our operation unless ordered to by Campus Administration. If the Administration shuts down our event, Police will likely behave professionally and assist in exfilling us from OBJ TOUCHDOWN. The Orders from police and security forces are to be obeyed.

iii) **Campus Administration**: UF Administration has behaved cordially and professionally in dealing with us, however we suspect they harbor a hostile attitude. If they want to shut down this operation, they will probably do so at the last second (See Contingency Plan). School Policy allows demonstrations anywhere on campus, as long as they do not disrupt the normal operations of the school. The school might use this policy as a justification to shut down our event.

d) Attachments/Detachments: “Task Force Vandal” (TF Vandal) comprises primarily members of Identity Evropa, The Florida Gators and Patriot Front. It may be augmented by individual members of [Commander Thomas’ Group], League of the South, Identity Dixie, Anti-Comm, TRS, Stormer Book Clubs and others.

2. MISSION

   a) **Alt-Right forces (TF Vandal)** conduct College Visit in support of Richard Spencer at OBJ TOUCHDOWN (The Curtis M. Phillips Performing Arts Center at the University of Florida in Gainesville, FL) no later than 1430 19OCT17 in order to (IOT) promote our ideals by exercising free speech, triggering the Opposition, and making a splash in US and international news.

   b) In the event that University of Florida cancels the event, TF Vandal conducts flashmob at OBJ FIELD GOAL, OBJ EXTRA POINT, or OBJ CONVERSION no later than 1600 19OCT17 (See Contingency Plan in Appendix E)

   Paying alt-righters then attend awesome afterparty at OBJ LOCKER ROOM IOT get totally wasted and build the Mannerbund (See SERVICE SUPPORT for details).

3. EXECUTION

   a) Commander’s intent. It is my intent that TF Vandal leverage *superior organization, discipline and communication* to surprise Opposition Forces. The element of surprise will allow us to conduct this operation with minimal risk to the safety of our personnel, and with little probability of disruption. IOT achieve superiority in organization, discipline and communication, ALL PERSONNEL MUST understand and implement the Chain of Command, as established by
Ground CDR Mark Vandal. This will depend particularly on PLs, SLs and TLs passing information to subordinates, and asking questions of their superiors to guarantee comprehension.

b) Concept of Operation: This operation will be conducted in three (3) phases.

   i) PHASE 1 (till 2359 18OCT17): PREPARATION: Ground CDR Vandal establishes chain-of-command within Main Body. XO and PSO establish communications with Campus Police and PSO oversees recons of OBJ and OBJ TOUCHDOWN NLT 18OCT17 in conjunction with Campus Police IOT verify time schedule and movement plan. Command and Staff share information about personnel, supply, intel and operational plans, see Coordinating Instructions. Leadership conducts Leaders’ Recon, Drivers’ route recon, and Leaders’ Rehearsal NLT 18OCT17.

   ii) PHASE 2 (19OCT17 from 0000 to 1800): SPEECH: Logistics team acquires vans and brings them to AA. Main body assembles at AA for rehearsal. PSD and VIPs assemble and rehearse at location TBD by PSO. Recon team deploys to OBJ TOUCHDOWN. They remain in the vicinity until conclusion of operation, unless Contingency Plan is activated (See Appendix E). PSD and Main body depart for RP1, receive police escort to ORP. Drivers stay with vehicles at ORP. All other personnel (including PSD medic) dismount and move on foot to OBJ TOUCHDOWN with Police. Once on OBJ, PSD moves to “Green Room,” Main body takes front-row seats in auditorium. At 1330 VIPs conduct press conference in auditorium, PSD and Main Body standby in anticipation of contingencies. After press conference, general public enters auditorium through cordon established by campus police, and main event begins. Speakers include, Cameron Padgett, Eli Mosley, Mike Enoch, and Richard Spencer. Speeches are to be followed by question-and-answer session. PSO and Main Body stand by to counter any attempts to assault VIPs. In this capacity they are to act only if Campus Police are unable or unwilling to adequately protect VIPs. At conclusion of Q-and-A session, PSO and XO consult with Campus Police on method and timing of leaving for ORP. All forces should be prepared to stand by at OBJ TOUCHDOWN in the event that Opposition surrounds building. Once the area around the OBJ is clear, Main Body, PSD and VIPs leave OBJ for ORP. At ORP all forces enter vehicles and return to AA.

   iii) PHASE 3 AFTERPARTY. Afterparty is held at OBJ LOCKER ROOM. Logistics team report to OBJ LOCKER ROOM at conclusion of Phase 2 and prep. All forces rally at OBJ LOCKER ROOM NLT 1900.

   iv) NB: Location of AA will be announced at 2100 on 18OCT17. It will be within 15 miles of Gainesville. Personnel should allow up to thirty (30) minutes to move by car from their lodging to the AA.

c) Movement: See Appendix C for Movement Schematics.

   i) Formation. During all movement, squads are to do their utmost to maintain unit integrity. Squads should ride in the same vehicles. When dismounted, “General Attendees” (see below 3.d.i.2) occupy the middle of the formation as much as possible, while Road Guards occupy the front, rear and flanks. This will depend on how many participants elect to act as Road Guards.

   ii) Routes. TBD, see bolded note above (in Scheme of Maneuver, 3.b.i.3)
d) Tasks to subordinate Units
   i) **Main Body** occupies OBJ TOUCHDOWN NLT 1330 IOT support VIPs during press conference and speeches and deter Opposition from interfering. The main body comprises two sub-elements:
      1) **Road Guards** protect the rest of the Main Body from environmental factors during movement and event IOT keep everyone safe. Road Guards follow uniform requirements as outlined in Appendix B.
      2) **General Attendees** support Road Guards by remaining within our perimeter and maintaining good order.
   ii) **Personal Safety Detail (PSD)**. The PSD ensures the safety of VIPs. It conducts them to and from OBJs TOUCHDOWN. Its CDR is Personal Safety Officer (PSO) Caerulus Rex. It operates independently.
   iii) **VIPS**. Richard Spencer, Evan McLaren, Cameron Padgett and Mike Enoch will travel with the PSD for the duration. Eli Mosley will embed with Main Body.
   iv) **Intel section** supports Main Body and PSD by providing PIR (see below, 3.c.i.1) and taking photos and video of the event. It also produces a POI (Personnel of Interest) List NLT 12OCT17 including prominent members of Opposition and Friendly Forces. This POI List is to be updated NLT 18OCT17 and distributed to all forces.
      1) **S2 Ground Team** conducts evidence-gathering during phase2 of this OP IOT provide legal cover for participants in the event of Opposition interference.
      2) **NEET Squad** provides research on Opposition and Friendly Forces. NEET Squad monitors social media of Opposition. It also gathers PIR (see 3.c.i.1) on all Friendly Forces. It attempts to gather HumanInt through contacts in Opposition forces. It also finds and monitors film from the Ground Team, and from livestreams on Twitter and other sources. It notifies S2 O’Malley of any dangerous developments or Opposition movements. It downloads and saves as much film and as many photos as possible for later analysis.
   v) **Logistics Team**. Logistics Team procures three (3) vans NLT 0900 19OCT17 IOT provide transport to Main Body. Logistics team supplies three (3) **drivers** to operate the vans during Phase 2. At conclusion of Phase 2 (see 3.b.ii), Logistics team procures catering, booze and other goodies for the afterparty and loads them onto S4 vans IOT supply afterparty with necessary logistical support.
   vi) **Recon Team**. Recon team, comprising two (2) men in plain-clothes establishes LPOP (listening and observation post) at OBJ TOUCHDOWN NLT 1300 IOT monitor environment and inform **Ground CDR** of any Opposition activity. Recon Team should also inform **Ground CDR** of activity of Friendly Forces.

e) Coordinating Instructions
   i) **Command and Staff**
      1) S1 coordinates with **Ground CDR** to acquire FFIR (see below, Friendly Force Information Requirements, 3.c.ii.3). S1 compiles matrix of FFIRs for S4 and XO NLT 02OCT17. S1 refers candidates for PSD to PSO. S1 refers two (2) men to S3 to serve on the Recon Team. S1 refers **NEETS to S2**.
2) S2 provides **S3** all PIR that might affect our movement. S2 reports
IDENTIFYING INFORMATION of Antifa found to be carrying weapons or
behaving menacingly to **XO.** Information will be conveyed in SALUTE format
(Size of enemy force, Actions thereof, Location, Unit/Uniform, Time spotted,
Equipment/weapons). Without IDENTIFYING INFORMATION, information
about potentially dangerous Antifa is not ACTIONABLE and cannot be relayed
to the Police.

3) S3 tracks **Main Body**’s movement during operation, and reports its location to
the **PSO.**

4) S4 coordinates with **S1** to compile personnel matrix IOT provide the right
amount of food and booze, to ensure accountability for all afterparty attendees,
and to meet transpo requirements.

5) Ground CDR reports all **FFIR** to **S1.**

6) PSO coordinates with **S1** to find PSD drivers, ground team-members and medic
who meet his standards.

ii) **XO**’s Critical Information Requirements (CCIR)

1) Priority Information Requirements (PIR):
   (a) Number and disposition of Antifa. Identification of Antifa carrying
       weapons.
   (b) Most likely COAs of Campus Administration.
   (c) “Wild-card” political developments: interference or involvement of the
       Mayor of Gainesville, the Governor of FL, politicians of national stature,
       or celebrities. Even comments by such personages could have an
       outsized effect on our operation.
   (d) Involvement of Federal Departments/Agencies and NGOs, including the
       ACLU, SPLC, FBI, DOJ, Dept. of Ed., national academic associations,
       etc.

2) Essential Elements of Friendly Information. Location of AA, ORP, and OBJ
LOCKER ROOM. **Do your utmost to protect this information.** Reveal it only
to people who **need to know.** The Opposition will expect us to be in Gainesville
on 18OCT17 and 19OCT17. But they will be unable to impede our operation if
they do not know where we will be and when we are going there.

3) Friendly Force Information Requirements (FFIR).
   (a) all Command and Staff: time of arrival in AO.
   (b) How many personnel will attend the event
   (c) How many are willing to act as **Road Guards** (wearing the uniform as
       outlined in Appendix B)
   (d) How many want to attend as **“General Attendees.”**
   (e) Who is especially concerned about being doxed. Such personnel will be
       employed on **Logistics Team** or **Recon Team.**
   (f) What **NEETs** can support with intel-gathering.
(g) Anyone willing to fill the S5 role. Such a person must be able to coordinate with MSM reporters, and to coordinate our internal media presence.

iii) Rules of Conduct. See Appendix A.

iv) Uniform:
   1) **PSD**: As determined by PSO.
   2) **Road Guards**: see Appendix B.
   3) **General Attendees**: business casual with eye-pro.
   4) **VIPS**: Coat and tie.
   5) **Recon Team**: College bro clothes. PHONE CHARGERS are especially important for personnel in the recon team.
   6) **Logistics Team**: Logi Team is encouraged to wear the same uniform as Road Guards.

v) Time Schedule

**OCTOBER 18 Wed, 2017 (PHASE 1)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Arrival in Gainesville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1430</td>
<td>S4, logi team</td>
<td>Rent two (2) vans. [Texas guys bringing one (1) van]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>XO, PSO</td>
<td>Meeting with Campus Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>XO, PSO, drivers, S4</td>
<td>Route recon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Personnel staying at house</td>
<td>dinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2055</td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Leaders’ rehearsal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2100</td>
<td>XO</td>
<td>Announces location of AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLT 2200</td>
<td>G CDR</td>
<td>Informs XO that all attendees are aware of AA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OCTOBER 19 Thurs, 2017 (PHASES 2 and 3)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0800</td>
<td>All forces</td>
<td>Meet at AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0830</td>
<td>All forces</td>
<td>XO delivers OPORD briefing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900</td>
<td>Recon Team</td>
<td>Arrive at OBJ Touchdown and stare at hot babes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>0900</strong></td>
<td>Main Body</td>
<td>Conducts rehearsal at AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Agency</td>
<td>Event Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1030</td>
<td>PSD</td>
<td>depart for event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1115</td>
<td>PSD</td>
<td>Rendezvous with police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1130</td>
<td>PSD</td>
<td>Arrives on OBJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1130</td>
<td>Main Body</td>
<td>Depart for event w/police escort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td></td>
<td>External press allowed onto OBJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1215</td>
<td>Main Body</td>
<td>Rendezvous with police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230</td>
<td>Main Body</td>
<td>Arrives on OBJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1245</td>
<td>VIPs/Press</td>
<td>Press conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>Main Body</td>
<td>Arrives at OBJ and moves to auditorium, occupies front two rows of middle section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1310</td>
<td>Evan McLaren, 2 road guards</td>
<td>Report to police security check point and prepare to issue tickets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1315</td>
<td></td>
<td>Members of the public ushered through outer security perimeter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320</td>
<td>Evan McLaren</td>
<td>Begin issuing tickets to members of the public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330</td>
<td>VIPs, external press</td>
<td>Press conference concludes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1430</td>
<td>Speakers</td>
<td>Speakers introduce Spencer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1440-1530</td>
<td>Spencer</td>
<td>Speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1530-1630</td>
<td>Spencer, Mike</td>
<td>Bantz session with audience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1635</td>
<td>Main body</td>
<td>End of event, load vans to leave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1650</td>
<td>PSD</td>
<td>PSD and VIPs escorted off OBJ by police.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>Gen/VIPs</td>
<td>Return to AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>OBJ LOCKERROOM get drunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>PSD, VIPs</td>
<td>Attend dinner with donors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
vi) Special Instructions for After-Party Attendees. **Ground CDR** will pass the following instructions down the Chain of Command, and CoC will ensure instructions are totally understood and followed.

1) RSVP to altrightevents@protonmail.com, subject “Florida Afterparty”
   a) Include the **name/alias** of everyone RSVPing in your group.
   b) This email must be received by **2300, OCTOBER 12, 2017**
   c) By RSVPing we are considering this a sign of commitment to pay the afterparty fees.

2) Bring **$20 IN CASH FOR EACH PERSON** attending the afterparty to the AA after the rally to join the event. (All money will go toward recovering the costs of transportation, food and booze, that NPI has already fronted.)

3) All RSVP’ed individuals will be included in a roll call. Any personnel not on the roster, or who do not pay **will be denied** entry to the afterparty.

4) All personnel will **OBTAIN LODGING IN GAINESVILLE AREA**. Any lodging in this area will be under 30 minutes from the OBJ TOUCHDOWN.

4. SERVICE SUPPORT
   a) General
   b) Material and Services
      i) Class I. Attendees will be responsible for bringing lunch/snacks.
      ii) Class VI. Beer will be brought in S4 support van to OBJ LOCKER ROOM.
   c) Transportation. S4 obtains three (3) to four (4) support vans (depending on number of personnel).
   d) MEDEVAC. During Phase 1, casualties will be evacuated by POV (personally operated vehicle) or ambulance to the nearest possible hospital (if in Gainesville, this is North Florida Regional Medical Center). During Phase 2, casualties will be evacuated to North Florida Regional Medical Center if possible. If casualty cannot be evacuated. PSO will determine separate MEDEVAC procedure for VIPs in conjunction with Campus Police. During Phase 3, casualties will be put in S4 support vehicle and transported to North Florida Regional Medical Center.

5. COMMAND AND SIGNAL
Direct any questions to Greg Ritter or Kurt Vandal.
   a) Command. For contact info, see Appendix D.
      i) XO Greg Ritter
      ii) S1 Marie (personnel)
      iii) S2 O’Malley (intelligence)
      iv) S3 Chefgoyardee (operations)
      v) S4 Kurt Vandal (supply and communications)
         1) Deputy S4 will act as S4 day-of.
      vi) Ground CDR Mark Vandal
      vii) PSO Caerulus Rex (Operating independently)
      viii) CoC DIAGRAM:
b) Location of Key Personnel. **XO and Ground CDR** will be with **Main Body** for the duration of the operation. **S4** will be with **Logistics Team** at (see Scheme of Maneuver, 3.b.i). **PSO** and **PSD** will be with **VIPs** for the duration of the operation. **PSO** will determine **PSD** scheme of maneuver IAW overall mission and his safety requirements. **PSD Medic** will be with **VIPs** for the duration (in case OBJ TOUCHDOWN is surrounded and **PSD** cannot move to vehicles).

c) Succession of Command: If highest-ranking person is incapacitated, next person will assume command of the entire operation.
   i) Greg Ritter, XO
   ii) Mark Vandal, Ground CDR
   iii) Caerulus Rex, PSO
   iv) SL 1 RCO Nick (Patriot Front)
   v) SL 2 Andrew (Gators)

d) Signal.
   i) Primary comms will be by RADIO. Secondary will be by cell phone call, tertiary by text-message. EXCEPTION: Recon Team and S2 Ground Team will communicate with S3 and S2, respectively, via text message IOT remain inconspicuous.

   ii) Reports.

   1) **S3** reports **Main Body**’s location to **PSO** during movement. **S3** reports **Main Body**’s arrival at **ORP**, departure for **OBJ**, and arrival on **OBJ**.

   2) **Recon Team** reports arrival at OBJ TOUCHDOWN to **S3**, and provides SITREPs (Situation Reports) as necessary.

   iii) Radio Protocols

   1) Challenge/Response

      (a) Will be distributed at 2100 18OCT17

   2) Callsigns
(a) XO - QB  
(b) Ground CDR - Drum Major  
   (i) SL1 - Lineman 1  
   (ii) SL2 - Lineman 2  
   (iii) SL3 - Lineman 3  
(c) S3 - Cornerback  
(d) S4 - Waterboy  
(e) PSO - Coach  
   (i) VIP1 - Cheerleader 1  
   (ii) VIP2 - Cheerleader 2  
   (iii) VIP3 - Cheerleader 3  
   (iv) VIP4 - MILFman

3) Codewords  
   (a) Abort Mission - Fumble  
   (b) Opposition Forces - Cowboys  
   (c) Police - Referee  
   (d) CASEVAC - Sacked

Authorization:

Gregory Ritter - XO

DISTRIBUTION: All forces

SEKRET
APPENDIX A
RULES OF CONDUCT (ROC)

On order, all attendees must be aware of the ROC for dealing with opposing and neutral parties at the rally.

Dealing with Neutral Parties:
1. Only leadership (XO, G CDR, S3, PSO) should engage with the public and media. Do not give interviews, host discussion, or antagonize the local public. If media or members of the public engage you, answer politely, but brief in all remarks.
2. If necessary you may need to form barriers between the public, media, or mixed groups and our attendees. Link arms or form a human wall, use the minimal amount of force necessary (shoving cat-ladies = bad optics).
3. If you are approached by law enforcement, cooperate within reason. If the police ask to move the group, consult with your Team Leader-- their request may be unlawful. If arrested, do not resist and don’t speak until you can contact an attorney.

Dealing with Opposition:
1. There will be a counter-protester presence. They may be wearing identifiable Antifa symbols or be dressed inconspicuously. Be cognizant of anyone exhibiting aggressive behavior (screaming, insults, thrown objects, physical contact).
2. STAY IN YOUR GROUP. If attacked, do not break ranks. This will likely mean that our side has to take a few hits. By breaking ranks, you are endangering yourself and your buddies (who will have to rescue you if you are surrounded by opposition). Work as a group.
3. SITUATIONAL AWARENESS is key. Make sure to keep TLs updated if opposition groups advance/mass.

4. All attendees will abide by this protocol when facing opposition:
   a. AVOID
      i. Avoid any large groups of opposition if possible when marching to and from the rally. Attempt to stage rally-goers away from belligerents.
   b. DE-ESCALATE
      i. Do not argue/intimidate opposition unless authorized by a TL. You will not be able to “talk down” Antifa, but maintaining a calm composure will help maintain control of the situation and produce the best optics.
   c. BLOCK
      i. If necessary, form a human wall between opposition and our attendees and their space.
   d. WITHDRAW
      i. If you are physically attacked, you may have to withdraw. DO NOT LEAVE unless in an emergency situation (Antifa pulls a deadly weapon). Consult with TL about your exit route and ensure accountability of everyone in your team.

5. WEAPONS:
   a. Firearms: **DO NOT BRING GUNS. Anyone carrying a weapon** or exhibiting aggressive behavior **will be asked to leave**, and will be referred to law enforcement if they remain.
   b. Use of pepper gel is only permitted only when absolutely necessary for the protection of any individual (yourself or others) Rules vary by Jurisdiction. Talk to your CoC.

Summary:
1. **ACT**: Act like the adult in the room: aware, polite, but prepared. Paraphrasing Gen. Mattis: **“Be polite, be professional, but have a plan to *physically remove* everybody you meet.”**
2. **APPLICATION**: The situation will change fast on the ground. Apply the ROC and your own initiative and judgement to determine your actions. The organizers and the movement WILL stand with you if you do the right thing.
3. **REMEMBER**: The whole objective is to control our space for our allotted time with minimal incidents. Elements of the opposition (i.e. ANTIFA) are known to be violent, but most will not be. It’s up to the leadership and your own judgment to minimize this risk.
APPENDIX B
Operation Drumbeat Equipment List

This document is designed to provide guidance on uniforms for security, support personnel, and general attendees for Operation Drumbeat (DC, 07OCT17).

General Attendees:

General attendees are to dress in business casual clothing and to bring EYEPRO and PHONE CHARGERS. Attendees are advised to stay within the security cordon and not to engage the opposing forces.

Do not bring any of the following under any circumstance:

Helmets, shields, batons, guns, knives, poles, sticks, axe handles, stun guns/tazers, body armor worn on top of your uniform (IE: plate carrier), etc. If you have a question about something ask your chain of command.

No flags, patches, pins, rank insignia, or organizational insignia of any kind are to be displayed without the express permission of the event commander.

The Uniform for Security and Support Personnel is to be worn in the following manner:

Shirt and Trousers are to be freshly ironed, and lightly starched. Trousers will be creased down the middle, and the shirt will be creased on the sleeves. If you do not know how to do this, take the stuff to
dry cleaning. A white t-shirt will be worn under the uniform shirt, and the uniform shirt will be attached using shirt stays to boot socks. Boots will be bloused 1 inch below the top of the boot. The riggers belt shall be cut to length vertically, with not more than four inches of excess material extending from the buckle. The excess material will be worn on the wearer’s left side.

Personnel in White Bloc should acquire all these items as soon as possible. **If the cost is prohibitive, substitutions are acceptable for this event.**

Items may be sourced from any supplier, however the links below are placed for your convenience, and to ease standardization. If any item is out of stock, ask the S-4 for a substitute supplier.

White Long Sleeve Uniform Shirt:
http://www.galls.com/lawpro-100-polyester-long-sleeve-shirt?PMWTNO=000000000002042&PMSRCH=&PMOPV1=WHT (A long-sleeve white button-down men’s shirt is acceptable as a substitute)

Tactical Trousers in Tan, 5.11 or other Coyote Tan Trousers (Flat-front men’s khaki pants are acceptable):
http://www.galls.com/galls-g-tac-tactical-pants?PMWTNO=000000000002043&PMSRCH=&PMOPV1=TAN

Coyote Tan Riggers Belt(any 1.5” coyote tan riggers belt is acceptable):

Coyote Tan Combat Boots(Any rough side out coyote or sandstone combat boot is acceptable):
http://www.galls.com/tactical-research-hot-weather-flyweight-8-boots?PMSRCH=ALL%20MILITARY%20BOOTS

Boot Blouses(the crappy green ones are ok too):
http://www.galls.com/t-a-b-s-original-boot-blousers?PMSRCH=boot%20blousers

Shirt Stays (any shirt stay will work):
http://www.galls.com/shirt-stay-plus-y

Wrap around shooting glasses(1 each clear and tinted. Any substitution is accepted):
http://www.galls.com/edge-eyewear-fastlink-tactical?PMSRCH=glasses

Camelbak(any brand hydration pack in Coyote Tan is acceptable):

Athletic Cup, ear plugs, black gloves and Mouthguard (ear plugs, mouthguard and gloves to be held in pocket):
Wal-mart, amazon, etc.
Fully charged cell-phone and charger with cable (to be stowed in back pocket). Cell phones must have an unlock code. This code must be at least 4 numbers (AND NOT “1488”). An immense amount of intel could be gained from any lost phones that are easily unlocked.

Recommended Items, but not required:

Body camera(this is a really cheap one, there are better ones):
https://www.amazon.com/Hidden-Camera-Recorder-Portable-Pocket/dp/B06ZY6DX5R/ref=pd_sim_421_13?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B06ZY6DX5R&pd_rd_r=RPWHKSM6199AVFEK1VGY&pd_rd_w=T4wDe&pd_rd_gw=SzKes&psc=1&refRID=RPWHKSM6199AVFEK1VGY

IFAK:
Buy One Pre-built:
https://www.amazon.com/INDIVIDUAL-Emergency-complete-Clotting-compatible/dp/B01MV2XOKZ/ref=sr_1_8?ie=UTF8&qid=1504056328&sr=8-8&keywords=ifak
Or Build one yourself:
(1ea) Pouch, NSN 8105-09-000-2725
IFAK A1 Component Individual First Aid Kit - NSN 6545-01-539-2740 (includes the following items):
(1ea) 3.5 oz. Quikclot Packet - NSN 6510-01-499-9285
(2ea) TK4 Tourni-Kwik Self-Application Tourniquet 40" - NSN 6515-01-542-7696
(2ea) "H" Compression Bandage w/8" x 10" Ab Pad - NSN 6510-01-540-6484
(2ea) Primed Compressed Gauze 4.5" x 4.1 yards - NSN 6510-01-503-2117
IFAK A1 Minor First Aid Kit Component NSN 6545-09-000-2727 (includes the following items):
(5ea) Adhesive Bandage 2" x 4 1/2" - NSN 6510-01-514-4518
(10ea) Adhesive Bandages, 3/4" x 3" - NSN 6510-00-913-7909
(2ea) Triangular Bandages, 40"x40"x56" Non-sterile - NSN 6510-00-201-1755
(1ea) Combat Reinforcement Tap 2" x 100" - NSN 6510-01-549-0927
(1ea) Burn Dressing 4" x 16", Water-Jel - NSN 6510-01-243-5894
(8ea) Bacitracin Antibiotic Ointment 0.9 gram
(1ea) Povidone-Iodine Topical Solution USP 10% 1/2 floz. - NSN 6505-00-914-3593
(1ea) Water Purification Tablets 10 Pack, Katadyn Micropur, Sodium Chlorite - NSN 6850-00-985-7166

APPENDIX C
MAPS

[Forthcoming]

APPENDIX D
CONTACT INFO

XO - Gregory Ritter – DC#5211
GregoryRitter39@gmail.com  301 802 8358
G CDR - Mark Vandal#5146
S3 - Chef Goyardee#0217
chechefgoyardee@gmail.com
S4 - Viserion#8752
PSO - Caerulus Rex#0016

All personnel should have the phone number and email of their immediate superior and his immediate superior. Thus: all attendees should have the phone number and email of their TL and their SL. All TLs should have phone number and email of their SL and the G CDR. This information will not be published publically.

All command and staff (SLs and above) should have the phone numbers and emails of all other command and staff.

APPENDIX E
CONTINGENCIES

Contingency 1: University orders event be shut down before 1115:

Main body, PSD, VIPs, S4 and drivers execute Operation Thot Patrol (Scheme of Maneuver distro’d to PSO, G CDR, XO).

Contingency 2:  PSD and VIPs are brought to OBJ by campus police. University orders the event be “shut down.” PSD and VIPs are held in protective custody:

Main body, drivers and S4 execute Operation Thot Patrol XO makes determination with G CDR and Eli Mosley about timing of plan execution.